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1. RESULTS 
In this paper all groups are assumed to be finite. We consider a group A of 
automorphisms of a group G. In order to study the action of A on G and the 
structure of A, one can use formation theory. So we assume throughout this 
note that 3 is a formation, locally defined by a set {g(p)} of full and integrated 
formations, i.e., 6,$j(p) = s(p) C 5 f or all primes p. Such a local definition 
for 3 exists and is unique by a Theorem of Carter and Hawkes [3], which has 
been extended from soluble groups to all finite groups by Schmid [12]. 
We say that A acts S-hypercentrally on a factor F of G, if F is A-invariant 
and there exists an A-composition series 1 = F,, < Fl < ..* <F, = F, such 
that A/C,(Fi/Fiel)~ g(p) for i = l,..., Y and all prime divisors p of 1 Fi/Fi-, I. 
There are two results of Schmid [12] concerning &hypercentral operation 
of automorphism groups. 
THEOREM A (S&mid). If A acts i’j-hypercentd’y on G then A E 3. 
THEOREM B (Schmid). If A acts $$-hypercentrdy on G/4(G) then A acts 
ij-hypercentrully on G. 
We remark that Schmid’s definition of S-hypercentral action is less restrictive 
than ours and therefore his results are in fact more general than stated here. 
The first Theorem is a generalization of a Theorem of Huppert [8] and the 
second one generalizes the basic Theorem of Gaschiitz [5] on the saturation of 
locally defined formations. We prove in this paper a result which dualizes 
Theorem B. We define #&(G) = (U 1 U < G, / U 1 = p, p a prime of U z C,>, 
the extended Fattini dual, and replace G/$(G) in Theorem B by #,(G). 
THEOREM. If A acts B-hypercentrully on 4,(G) then A acts g-hypercentrully 
on G. 
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This shows that #,(G) already gives much information on the whole group G 
in spite of the fact that G/#,(G) underlies no restrictions as a group. This was 
proved by Gaschiitz [6] for G/#(G), where #(G) = (U 1 U < G, [ U 1 = p 
a prime) is the usual Frattini dual. An independent proof was given by Wielandt 
and appears as IV Aufgabe 1 in Huppert’s book [7]. Wielandt’s proof can be 
applied to show as well that for each group H there exists a group G such that 
G/#,(G) ES II. 
Combinations of the Theorem with Theorems A and B show that the factor 
tie(G) can be replaced by a smaller one. 
COROLLARY 1. (a) If A acts g-hypercentrally on #,(G/+(G)) then A acts 
S-hypercentrally on G and A E 3. 
(b) If A acts g-hypercentrah’y on &(G)/$(#,(G)) then A acts &hyper- 
centrally on G and A E 3. 
For example,if Gis soluble and A normalizes a composition series of &(G/$(G)) 
or a composition series of $c(G)/$(+8(G)) then A normalizes a composition 
series of the whole group and A is supersoluble. 
One can consider the action of A on even smaller factors of G to obtain 
results on the structure of A. 
COROLLARY 2. Let C,(N) < N 4 G and N be A-invariant. Let T = r(Z(N)) 
and ‘& be the class of Abelian m-groups. If A acts &hype-rcentrally on ge(N) 
then A E a,%. 
This shows, for example, that all simple non Abelian factors of A are already 
determined by the action of A on #@*(G)), where F*(G) is the generalized 
Fitting subgroup which always contains its centralizer in G (see [4]). 
For the group itself Corollary 1 has the following consequence. 
COROLLARY 3. Let G(N) < Nd G. If qiW)/+(llr,(N)) d ~~(~/#,4@))) 
then G E 5. In particular, if #,(N) < 23(G) then G E 5. 
Taking N = G one obtains that r&(G) < Z%(G) implies G E 3. This dualizes 
Gaschiitz’s saturation Theorem more generally than Yokoyama 114, 151. 
Yokoyama proved for soluble quaternion-free groups and formations 3 which 
are either subgroup closed or contain all nilpotent groups that #(G) < 28(G) 
implies GE 5. Like Yokoyama’s result, Corollary 3 improves some results of 
Ito [9], Gaschiitz (see [7, IV 5.7]), and Buckley [2] on groups whose minimal 
subgroups are normal or central in G. Since F*(G) contains its centralizer in G, 
one can apply Corollary 3 with N = F*(G). Then G is supersoluble if each 
minimal subgroup and each cyclic subgroup of order 4 of F*(G) is normal in G. 
If each minimal subgroup and each cyclic subgroup of order 4 of F*(G) is 
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contained in Z,(G), then G is nilpotent. For soluble groups a more detailed 
discussion of these results is already contained in [lo]. 
Applying the Theorem to a subgroup of G, we again get results which are 
dual to known results. 
COROLLARY 4. If U < G acts &hypercentrally on #,(G) then U E 3. 
Satz 5.2 of Gaschiitz [5] states that for a formation 5 which contains all 
nilpotent groups and a soluble group G with two normal subgroups M < N 
already N/M E 5 and M < 4(G) implies M E 3. This result generalized several 
older theorems. Clearly the hypothesis on M and N is equivalent to the hypo- 
thesis, that M acts s-hypercentrally on G/+(G), which is just dual to Corollary 4. 
For example, [#JG), U ,..., U] = 1 for some higher commutator subgroup 
implies that U is nilpotent. This generalizes the Bemerkung of [ll] from normal 
subgroups to arbitrary subgroups. 
For soluble groups one can apply a Theorem of Blackburn to get stronger 
results. 
PROPOSITION. Let G be a soluble group. For each prime divisor p of 1 F(G)\ 
let Z%(G) contain a subgroup E of the Sylow p-subgroup P of F(G) which is maximal 
being Abelian and of an exponent dividing p”, where n is some natural number, 
n#lifp=2.ThenGG$J. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
Our definitions and notations are mostly standard, we refer to Huppert’s 
book [7]. In addition we use the following conventions. 
p is always a prime, P the set of all primes; 
G is a finite group, A a group of automorphisms of G; 
P(G) is the set of all prime divisors of 1 G 1; 
/J,(G) =(U( U<G, 1 UI Ip)ifpisodd; 
#z(G) = (VI UGGG, I ul 14); 
h(G) = I-b h(G); 
6, is the class of all finite p-groups; 
Z&,(G) = {H/K ( H/K chief factor of G, p 1 / H/K I, H < YJG)}; 
C,(G) = n CGW). 
X&,(G) 
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If X and ‘$) are formations then 
G”= () N and Xcl, = {G 1 G~EX}. 
GIN& 
With respect to our locally defined formation 5 the &hypercenter Z%(G) 
is the largest normal subgroup N of G such that the inner automorphism group 
of G acts g-hypercentrally on N. This extends the definition of Huppert [8] 
from soluble groups all finite groups. 
3. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS 
The proof of our Theorem relies on two Lemmas which might be of indepen- 
dent interest. 
LEMMA 1. C,(G) = F,(G)- 
Proof. By [7, VI 5.41 F,(G), th e centralizer of all chief factors of G whose 
order is divisible byp, is the largest p-nilpotent normal subgroup of G. Therefore 
it suffices to prove that C,(G) is p-nilpotent. We prove that each normal sub- 
group N of G which is contained in C,(G) is p-nilpotent. Let N be a minimal 
counterexample. Then clearly N = Op(N). First, let N = Y*(N) = lJIN .** UrN, 
where Vi ,( G, / U, 1 1 p or 1 US 1 14 in case p = 2. Since UiN ,( Uic < N, 
also N = UIG ..* U,o. If N # Uic for all i, each lJiG is p-nilpotent and thus 
also N is p-nilpotent. So let N = UC, where U = Vi for some i. Let N/K 
be a chief-factor of G. Then U 4 K, such thatp divides ] N/K I. Since N < C,(G) 
and N = Y,(N) ,( YP(G), the factor N/K is centralized by N such that N/K 
is an Abelian p-group, contrary to N = Oe(N). Second, we consider the case 
N > Y*(N). Then YJN) h as a normalp-complement Q, say. Since N < C,(G), 
N stabilizes a chain of #,(N)/Q. Th ere f ore N induces on (G,(N)/Q a p-group of 
automorphisms. Thus N = Op(N) implies that N centralizes $,(N)/Q. Now let 
V/Q be a subgroup of N/Q, such that 1 V/Q 1 divides p or 4 in case p = 2. 
Then Q has a complement U in V, such that V = QU < 4,(N). Therefore 
V/Q lies in the center of N/Q. Then by [7, IV 5.51 N/Q is p-nilpotent and thus N 
is p-nilpotent, the final contradiction. 
Remark. Since F,(G) is soluble by the famous Feit-Thompson theorem, 
Lemma 1 shows that G is soluble if and only if G induces on each X E X,(G) 
a soluble group of automorphisms. 
LEMMA 2. Let B(p) be a formation. For each A-composition factor F of 4,(G) 
whose order is divisible by p let A/C,(F) E R(p). Then for each A-composition 
factor F of G whose order is divisible by p A/C,(F) E 6,%(p), and ifF is Abelian 
even A/C,(F) E S(p). 
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Proof. Let F be a GA-compsition factor of #,(G), p 1 / F I. Then there 
exists an A-composition series 1 = F. < Fl < ‘.. < F, = F such that 
A/C,(F,/F,-,) E R(p) for i = l,..., r. 
Let D = (-liZI C,(F,/Fi-,). Then also A/D E R(p). If F is a p-group then 
D/C,(F) is also a p-group, such that A/C,(F) E G&p). If F is not a p-group, 
then F is a direct product of non Abelian simple groups, such that each F,/Fi-, 
has trivial center. Therefore D/C,(F) ’ t is rivial, such that in any case A/C,(F) E 
G,B(p). Then also A/& C,(F) E G&p), w h ere the intersection runs over 
all GA-composition factors F of 4,(G), w ose h order is divisible by p. Let 
B = OF CA(F). Then B centralizes G/C,(F) for each F such that B centralizes 
G/nF C,(F). In particular B centralizes G/C,(G) = G/F,(G) by Lemma 1. 
Therefore for each A-composition factor F of G/F,(G) we have A/C,(F) E 
6&(p). There remain to be considered the A-composition factors of F,(G), 
whose order is divisible by p. Since F,(G) is p-nilpotent, there exists a normal 
p-complement Q of F,(G) and an A-composition series of F,(G) which runs 
through Q. It will therefore suffice by the Jordan-Holder theorem that 
A/C,(F,(G)/Q) E 6$(p). Let V/Q be a minimal subgroup ofF,(G)/Q. Then I’ 
splits over Q by the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem. Let U be a complement of Q 
in V. Then VAG <QUA” and QUAG/Q z UAG/Q r\ UAG. Since UAG < 4,(G), 
there is an A-composition series 
Qn UAG =F,,<F, <‘-. <F, = UAG 
such that A/C,(F,/F,-JES~(~) for each i by hypothesis. Then as above A/C,(UAG/ 
Q n 7.W) E G,si(p) and CA(UAG/Q n U-4”) = CA(QUAG/Q). Since V/Q is an 
arbitrary minimal subgroup of F,(G)/&, also A/C,(SZ,(F,(G)/Q)) = G,RCp). 
If p = 2 and V/Q is a subgroup of order 4 of F,(G)/Q the same conclusion 
holds such that in this case even A/C,(L&(F,(G)/Q)) E 6,532). In any case 
C,(sZ,(F,(G)/Q))/C,(F,(G)/Q) is a p-group, see [7, IV 5.121. Therefore 
A/C,(F,(G)/Q) E 6$(p). In particular for any A-composition factor F of 
F,(G)/Q we have A/C,(F) E 6,53(p). 
Now let F be an Abelian A-composition factor of G, whose order is divisible 
by P. Then A/CA(F) E &S(P), as we have shown. But any normal p-subgroup 
of A/C,(F) acts trivially on F, such that even A/C,(F) E R(p) in this case. 
EXAMPLE. In Lemma 2 the result that A/C,(F) E G,A(p) for non-Abelian 
A-compsition factors F cannot be improved to A/C,(F) E S(p). Let Hz A,, 
P a Sylow 5-subgroup of H and K = GF(5). By the proof of Satz 1.5 of Schmid 
[13] we can assume that there is a KH-module M and an extension G of M 
by H such that G does not split over M. Then each element of order 5 of G is 
contained in M. Otherwise, ,a Sylow 5-subgroup of G would split over M, 
such that G splits over M by a Theorem of Gaschiitz [7, I 17.41. Therefore 
M = I,&(G). Now let U be a Sylow 5-subgroup of G. Then U induces on G 
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by conjugation an automorphism group A which stabilizes a chain of z&(G) 
but does not act trivially on the A-composition factor G/&(G). 
Proof of the Theorem. By the hypothesis of the Theorem g(p) and A satisfy 
the hypothesis of Lemma 2 for each prime p. Since each g(p) is full, i.e., 
WHP) = iw-4 L emma 2 shows that A acts g-hypercentrally on the whole 
group G. 
Corollary 1 is an immediate consequence of Theorems A and B and our 
Theorem. 
To prove Corollary 2 we note that by the Theorem and by Theorem A 
A/C,(N) E 5. The normal subgroup C,(N) 1 a so centralizes G/C,(N) = G/Z(N). 
Therefore CA(N) z ZI(G/N, Z(N)) is an Abelian n-group. 
The situation is better for the group itself, since C,(N) < N implies that not 
only G/C,(N) E 3 by Corollary 1 but also that G acts 3-hypercentrally on 
C,(N), such that G E 5 under the hypothesis of Corollary 3. 
Finally we prove the Proposition on the basis of Blackburn’s theorem [1]: 
Let P be a p-group, 1z EN, ti # 1 if p = 2. Let E be maximal being Abelian 
and of an exponent dividing pn. Then CAUt(JE) is a p-group. 
Our hypothesis implies that for a Sylowp-subgroup PofF(G) Co(Zs(G) n P)/ 
C,(P) < C,(E)/C,(P), which is a p-group by Blackburn’s theorem. Since 
G/C&W> n p> E S(P), we have G/C,(P) E 6,5(p) = s(p). This is true for 
each Sylow subgroup of F(G), such that F(G) < Z%(G). Since G is assumed to 
be soluble, C@(G)) <F(G) such that G/C,(F(G)) E 3 implies G/Zg(G) E 5. 
This of course yields G E 3. 
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